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ROTWNDA

Sixty-tifth year

College Head Meet To Discuss
Non-Involvement
By JESSICA SNYDER
More than 100 college
presidents met in Washington
last week to exhort students to
become less "self-obsessed," and
get
involved
in
their
communities.
The coalition of presidents
suggested making
"civic
responsibility" a graduation
requirement, and even replacing
student aid programs with grants
for community service work.
Some observers, including
students, predict collegians are
in fact too self-involved to
respond even to the spectacle of
administrators
—
who
historically fret student activism
might inhibit campus fundraising and image-building
efforts — encouraging political
involvement.
Other educators worry a lack of
funding and of "leverage" over
students will wreck the
presidents' hopes for more
student activism.
"It's one thing to change
graduation requirements (to
force students to become
involved)," says Leonard
Gordon, an Arizona State
scoiologist who studies trends in
student attitudes. "Students
will respond to that. But if they
have to depend on voluntary
response, they just don't have the
leverage."
The presidential coalition,
meeting in Washington last week,
pledged to:
+Carry the message of civic
responsibility to campuses.
+ Advise existing student
organizations how to get students
involved in communities outside
campuses.
+ Ask governments and
schools to provide more servicerelated internships, possibly
making community service a
requirement for financial aid.
"Students need to hear,
repeatedly and from many
sources, 'you have a duty to pay
your dues,' " explains Frank
Newman, head of the Education
Commission of the States and cofounder of the Coalition of College
Presidents
for
Civic
Responsibility.
"Students today, as compared
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to students in the 1960s, are more
self focused and cynical. They
see problems as big, complex and
beyoond their ability to do
anything about them," he says.
Newman authored a report last
spring that criticized students for
being "self-obsessed" and
"materialistic."
The report, in turn, led
Newman and some colleagues to
form the coalition to find ways to
divert students from their
"materialism."
Newman would like to convince
students it's in their own best
interest to get involved, whetrher
it be stumping for a favorite
candidate, ladling soup at a local
shelter or counting ballots in a
school election.
Dr. Richard Rosser, president
of DePauw University in Indiana,
concurs.
"Community service probably
ought to be a requirement on
every campus in this country,"
he says.
"We have a responsibility to
prepare people to accept their
civic responsibility."
To get them to accept it,
Newman suggests replacing
existing loan programs with
grants for public-service work.
"Students who are piling up
loans are less willing to view
obligations to society," concedes
Newman. "They say, 'you talked
me into borrowing $15,000
(to pay for college). I've got to
get out and make that big
money.' "
But Robert Atwell, president
of the American Council on
Education, last week told the
coalition such grant pograms
would have little chance of
funding, given the budget
strictures of the GrammRudman-Hollings Act.
"Students are more enmired
and enmesthed these days in
their own problems of getting
through college and working part
time," ASU's Gordon adds. "If
presidents want response, they'll
have to address bread-and-butter
issues such as housing for
married students, child care and
cooperative housing."
Presidents, moreover, risk

Study Abroad
In France
Longwood College is pleased
to announce the third year of its
very successful study abroad
program in southern France.
This three week program (June
19 - July 10, 1986) will enable
students to earn three credits in
French 311.
Southern France's climate in
the summer is dry, warm and
sunny.
The program will be held at
the University of Toulouse which
dates from 1229 and houses a
student body of approximately
10,000.
The
foreign
language
department at Toulouse offers
many programs that place major
emphasis on the application of
languages toward both the
humanities and business.
Any two students who have
completed two semesters of
college French with a B average
or three semesters with a C
average are eligible to apply.
There are several scholarships
available that will partially
cover the tuition expense. For
more information please contact:
Dr. Jill Kelly, Department of
English, Philosophy and Foreign
Languages, Longwood College,
Farmville, Va. 23901.

Longwood
Sculptor
Pieter de Groot is a sculptor
whose
work,
unlike
Michaelangelo's, won't endure
for centuries. But that's
not for lack of talent.
His carefully sculpted swans,
condors and other figures are
made of ice, rather than clay or
stone, de Groot, a chef for ARA
Services at Longwood College,
makes what he calls "ice
carvings" to enhance the buffet
table at special dinners. The
Dutch-born chef has made four
ice carvings at Longwood —
three swans and a condor — and
has sculpted several hundred
during his career of more than 40
years.
(Continued on Page 4)

The Phillipines:

Dangling By A Thread
ByMATTPETERMAN
Ferdinand Marcos has been provide a balance of power in
declared the winner in the South East Asia against the
Philippine election, but is Soviet Union. Without these bases
declared the loser in almost many pro American countries,
every other respect. Hoping to be would move closer to the Soviet
elected easily, to show the world Union, which is presently
how popular he was, he building a base in Vietnam. They
underestimated the popularity of are also necessary to keep
a martyer's widow, Corazon valuable sea lanes open. The
Aquino. The calling of these early alternative for replacing the
elections in which he was so bases would cost billions of
confident to win, turned out to be dollars and would not be as
strategic.
his biggest political mistake.
His crumbling government By stealing this election, it
controlled completely by him, shows that Marcos isn't as strong
through his cronies, has lost and popular as he claimed to be.
credibility. He can't hide the If anything it gives the NPA, a
poverty that the average reason to topple the Marcos
Philippine person lives in, or the government with support of the
economy that looms on disaster. Philippine people. Because the
The strength of the New People's military of Marcos primarily
Army (NPA) is increasing keeps him in power, it will take a
dramatically, and is threatening show of arms to oust him, and
revolution, that could lead to a with him the U.S. bases.
communist military dictatorship Ferdinand Marcos was so very
upon the death of Marcos or blind in his pursuit of wealth and
personal security, that he
sooner.
destroyed
the Philippines in the
The U.S. has tried to move
Marcos toward reform by the process, with no easy solution in
threats of less aid of all kinds, but the future. With President
most attempts to persuade Reagan not prepared to abandon
Marcos have been fruitless. The the Philippines, like past
Philippine people are at a point to Presidents have abandoned
believe that any government is countries like Nicaragua, and
better than the Marcos Iran, the U.S. military has a
government. This of course strong possibility of intervening,
would be a communist and restoring peace and order to
government led by the NPA, the Philippines. In doing so, the
U.S. would reinstate the
which would be even worse.
The U.S. deeply concerned principles of democracy that the
about the vital Air Force and Philippine people so desperately
Navy installations; Clark air yearn, while protecting vital U.S.
base and Subic Bay. These bases interest in that part of the world.
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Desk Side Chats

Weber Continues Fantasy
To The Editor:
I was fascinated by your
capitalized editorial plea of
February 11 for a non-voting
student member of the Board of
Visitors. Your request was
granted by the Board some five
years ago and is in effect today.
The President of the Student
Government Association is a nonvoting member of the Board. He
or she is invited to Board
functions, receives a pre-Board
meeting briefing from President
Greenwood, and sits with the
Board in an official capacity
during meetings. John Colangelo,
as SGA president, is the current
student representative to the
Board of Visitors. Perhaps it is
not the Board that is out of touch
with students, as your editorial
claimed, but some students who
are out of touch with the Board!
Dr. Robert P. Webber
Faculty Representative to the
Board of Visitors

EDITORS RESPONSE: Ah
Dr. Webber, I haven't heard your
whinings for a while. I've looked
for your letter to the editor sent
back in September; sadly, I
believe it was filed cylindrically.
Last time, your letter raged on a
new, earn-while-you-learn staff
of three putting together a paper
which
was
littered
with
typographical errors by our exprinter in Amelia. I wrote an
editorical telling all that if you
don't write, shutup, because you
are the cause of the problem.
Well you did. Shut up that is, for a
satisfying five months.
Allow me to clarify last week's
editorial statement: What I
meant to say was, that I would
like to see a REAL student
representation on the Board of
Visitors, a Participator, a board
member. Colangelo, as S.G.A.
President, is allowed to attend
open meetings, as is anyone who
wants to walk on in. There are

frequently times when the Board
gives everyone the boot, including you, asking all to leave
while they do whatever Boards
do.
Last year's S.G.A. President,
Garth Wentzel, told me that Vice
President for Student Affairs,
Phyllis Mable advises the S.G.A.
representative to not make
waves, to be an observer. This
administrative discouragement
continues as policy today.
My call last week was for a
student to be appointed as a nonvoting MEMBER of the Board of
Visitors, an improvement on the
restrictive, misleading system
now in place. Other schools are
beginning to do this, so must
Longwood.
After we get a TRUE student
Board Member, maybe we can
achieve the same for the faculty.
Nothing could make me happier;
The Board of Visitors would be
oozing of communication, and
you. Dr. Webber, would have
some REAL power.
I trust that next year's editor
will hear from you in about 5
months.
FFR

By DEBORAH L. SHELKEY
Relaxed, and self-confident he
sways back in the chair
behind his small desk. Philippe
Casenave, the visiting teaching
assistant of Basic French is
tucked in an office amid the
Military Science Departments.
Casenave took a year off from his
own studies to teach at
Longwood. This fresh political
science graduate from the
University of Tou'.duse admits he
is happy at Farmville's small
college.
Casenave, who is turning 21 in
May, has been learning the
English language for 10 years.
Reading has been the greater
force for his speaking and
understanding ability, not
conversation. Since January, he
has had a single room in Curry
dormitory and confessed that
living alone has proved better for
his schedule. Though the food in
the dining hall was a major
change of cuisine he is
accustomed to, he claims that
ARA meals are "not that bad."
When asked if he misses his
home and family, he smiles. (I
believe he expected the
question).
Occasionally
Casenave "feels blue" but with
teaching and learning he
"doesn't have time to be
homesick," but he does write
home twice a month.
Casenave was surprised to
realize some of his female
students find him intriguing
because he is French.
This teacher-student likes to
come to campus mixers and D.T.
Bradleys. When he is not playing
Rugby or lifting weights,
Casenave checks into Lancaster
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library. He finds books written in
French and reserves movies. To
Casenave's disappointment, the
library is closed Friday nights.
A frown flickers on his face
when Casenave shares feelings
about Longwood's reputation.
Casenave is concerned that some
Longwood
students
have
negative attitudes about the
college. He tells me: "Quality
students make a quality college.
Students
should
criticize
themselves first."
Referring to the different social
standards, Casenave shakes his
head to the American dating
rules. He believes one should not
date one person so seriously he
closes himself off to others. This
language teacher believes one
should date in groups and have
many close friends of the
opposite sex. The "French are
Dragmatic" he tells me, meaning
they base decisions on
experiences. He confesses the
French are very rational and call
this idea, the "French Square
Spirit."
At the close of this chat we
discussed his feelings of the
abuse of drugs on Longwood.
Casenave is alarmed by the
amount of alcohol consumption
and use of marijuana on campus.
He claims students break
drinking laws because there are
drinking laws. American college
students drink to escape, but
French students drink wine with
meals and when they "meet with
friends."
Casenave plans to return to
Toulduse in September and
resume his studies. Bonne
chance!

Foreign Correspondent
Amy Ethridge

Published Weekly during
the College year with the
exception of Holidays and
examination periods by the
students
of
Longwood
College, Farmville, Virginia.
Opinions expressed are
those of the Editor-in-Chief
and
columnists, and do
not necessarily reflect the
views of the student body or
the administraction.
Letters to the Editor are
welcomed. They must be
typed, signed and submitted
to the Editor by the Friday
preceding publication date.
All letters are subject to
editing.
Send Letters to:
THE ROTUNDA
Box 1133
Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia 23901
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Basketball
Special
Olympics

Tuesday, February 18. 1986

associate stone
• BIKE REPAIRS *

the unavailbility of Lancer gym.
The competition will be taking
place from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
with a victory dance afterwards
from 4:30 to 5:30.
Volunteers are needed. Anyone
interested in helping may contact
Michelle at 392-5405 (Rm. 367 of
North Cunningham or by writing
to the Therapeutic Recreation
Organization, Box 1158 in care of
Michelle).
These two Saturdays will be
filled with enthusiasm and
excitement so come on out and
support the Special Olympians
and your school.

• AUTO PARTS *
• STEREOS *
western union
AUTHORIZED AGENT!

n^m^
HELP WANTED— $60.00 PER
HUNDRED PAID for remailing
letters from home! Send self
addressed, stamped envelope
for information/application.
Associates, Box 95-B. Roselte.
NJ 07203.
HELP WANTED- TYPISTS,
$500 weekly at home! Write:
P.O. Box 975, Elizabeth, NJ
07207.
AUTOS FOR SALE- Is It True
You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!
Call
1-312-742-1142,
Ext.
5151.

New Courses For Credit
Additional courses carrying academic credit, which are directly
from our course catalog, are being offered through Continuing
Studies. These classes will require the same classroom participation
as a regular semester class but will run in a compressed session. If
you are interested in any of the following courses, contact the Office of
Continuing Studies:
Marriage and 'he Family — M. Plppert
Disc, and Parliamentary Proc. — R. Woodburn
Psychology of Adjustment — P. Wacker
Stress Management — E. Smith
Classroom Behavior Management — D. Stein
Drug and Alcohol Abuse — D. Stein
Ornithology — S. Breil
Classes begin the first week in March.

Page 3

WESTERN AUTO
FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER

The therapeutic recreation
organization is hosting the
basketball Special Olympics.
Buckingham, Prince Edward,
and Cumberland counties are
particpating as well as the
workshop and consortium.
Pre-game activities will begin
this Saturday, February 22 in
I,ancer Gym from 9:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. The pre-game involve
screening the participants to
determine their skill level.
The Special Olympics will be
held Saturday. March 1st at
Hampden-Sydney's gym due to

The Rotunda

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
All services confidential
results.

Some day

S0UTHSIDE PREGNANCY ,
CENTER
- 24 HOURS PHONE NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS:

OtEWE - 645-9936
FARMVILLE - 3921413

Fashion
says...
TERK UP
YOUREARS
LOVERS
KNOTS

14K GOLD FILLED PIERCED
EARRINGS
See our complete selection of
little, light and lovely styles.
Try to resist them!

DIAMONDS

MONTE'S^
AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH
Wheels."'tire'iAea^e'V all (6
'foonte. $3.00.-■ "
E. 3RD. ST. BEHIND TEXACO
OPEN 10 5
Also Fantastic Wax Jobsl

HOOPS

i

Martin
-SINCI l»l|_
MolnSl . Fo.m.ill.. Vo.
PKoiw J»2 4904

->

T.L.C. For G.P.A.
Could your GPA use some TLC? These resources are
available to help you improve your study skills.
1. Attend a Study Skills Workshop on TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 18 at 7:00 in the Counseling Center Conference
Room, first floor French. Call 392-9298 for more information.
2. Pick up the study skills handbook, Winning the Paper
Chase, from one of these locations:
1. The Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs (just
off the Rotunda);
2. The Counseling Center Conference Room (first floor
French) or
3. The Office of Student Development (first floor French).
3. Watch tapes on study skills produced by public television.
Stop by the Counseling Center Conference Room (first floor
French) between 8:30-5:00 Monday through Friday to view the
tapes on your own. There are 6 tapes, each 20 minutes long on
the following topics:
1. The Efficient Learner
2. Getting the Message — Reading Skills
3. The College Classroom
4. Using the Library
5. The Written Word — Written Assignments
6. Taking Exams
4. Ask your RA to organize a study skills program for your
hall.
5. Read the essays in the calendar portion of your Student
Handbook on "Managing Your Time," "Making the Most of
Lectures," and "Taking Tests."
6. For individual guidance, CONSULT the Counseling Services, one of your professors, your faculty advisor or even your
friends (especially if they are getting good grades!).

wnuFiniNTjjr OK
wmiuBaiiirtHnnjl
WIHUO<[E[NLD

TARTY2 FRIDAYFEB. Z\s\
CLA55

MIXER SKF.FEB.ZZ
IN THE LOWER DINWG HALL

NO
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Longwood Sculptor

Student Union
Board Exposed!

(Continued from Page 1)
As the paint begins to dry on stress: Communication,
"I've made a tiger, horse,
the walls of the Lankford Student Management, and Leadership.
swordfish, dolphin, basket of
plenty, ship's bow, shrimp boat,
Union, the Student Union Board This does not mean that we are
lettuce, Christmas tree — you
(formally S-UN) is also immune to having fun — we do a
name it," he said. "Sure, it takes
preparing itself for a new coat of lot of work, but we also have fun
doing it. In fact, one of the best
paint.
talent. Not every chef can do it."
de Groot's most recent effort
The Student Union Board is things about being in S.U.B. is the
was a condor he creatred for the
expanding. We have added new people. Each member is unique
Thomas Sully Benefit Dinner on
student leadership positons and and individual. In S.U.B you will
Feb. 8. He started out with a 300are looking for interested, be exposed to new people and new
pound block of ice which, when
motivated people to fill those ideas — you'll have friends of
varying degrees and types. The
finished, weighed about 150 to 200
positions.
pounds and stood 34 to 4 feet
The Union Board offers you an key to the key to the Student
high. "It usually takes an hour to
opportunity to expand your Union Board is involvement! So
an hour and a half to make,
experiences here at Longwood, come to a meeting and find out
depending on the figurine," he
as well as meet new people, make how to get the most out of your
said.
new friends and have some fun. Student Union Board.
Meetings are every Monday,
He made the condor on Feb. 7
The Union Board programming
and put it back in the freezer until
organization means exactly what 6:16 p.m. in the Conference
three hours before the dinner,
it says — Students putting on Room, I^ankford Student Union.
In an effort to reach out to you
when it was placed on the buffet
programs for the students,
and
meet your entertainment and
table. He usually works on the
faculty and staff of Longwood
leisure
time needs we have put
dock behind the dining hall, "to
College.
get rid of the excess water and
The Student Union Board is together a survey soliciting your
ice."
composed of seven committees ideas and input. These surveys
After these special functions,
which work independently and will be distributed through some
the ice carving is returned to the
jointly to program events in the classes and will be available at
locations around
back door to melt away. "After
respective areas of interest. The various
campus.
Results
of the survey
four or five hours, about 20
committees are: Mainstage,
percent of the ice has melted
Backdoor, Films, Lectures, Arts, will be sent to those participating
down. So, your figure gets
Recreation and Lancer Cafe. and will be available to all
smaller and smaller."
Additionally, we have a Building students.
de Groot, who has made
Interested
persons
are
Operations position that will
smaller carvings with chocolate,
work with the Director of the welcome to attend our open
butter and other substances,
Student Union recommending meetings or may contact Gwen
considers ice the easiest to work
building
procedures
and Walker, Chair Student Union
.with. "But it has to be tempered
operations. Whatever you're Board, Box 1307, or Paul
first. When you take the ice out of
interested in, the Student Union Striffolino, Director Student
Pieter de Groot carves a condor from ice.
Union-Student Activities (392the freezer, it's about 25 degrees
Board probably has it.
below zero. You have to wait four
At Student Union Board we 9347).
to six hours, until it's about zero.
Otherwise, with the slightest hit, markings on the ice before caviar, salmon and lox." Other
the ice scatters just like brittle carving. He used those steps sculptors have been carved from
glass."
when starting out but not butter (using a 30-pound cake of
"When it's ready to work with, anymore. He has given classes in butter) and from paraffin mixed
you just chip away the excess. ice carving at the Culinary
with fat.
You can use a chain saw, blow- Institute in Washington, where he
de Groot, 58, has worked at
torch, chisel, icepick, saw, taught part-time in 1984, and for Longwood a little more than a
whatever . . . Yeah, your fingers ARA, an international food- year. A native of The Hague,
get cold but you get used to it. But service company.
Netherlands — where the
your feet get cold because you're
He learned how to carve ice in International Court of Justice is
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
standing in ice. So you always 1949 when he was working in located — he served in the Dutch
wear some boots."
Indonesia for a chef who also was underground during World War
AUTO REPAIR
The best pace to make an ice a Dutch native. "I was the sous II, as a teenager. He was
carving is in an ice-house, chef (second in command) at one captured three times by the Nazi
because the atmosphere is more of the largest hotels in the occupying forces — he escaped
210 FOURTH STREET
conducive. "The ice doesn't drip Pacific. I had already done some twice and once was turned over to
as much and you don't get as chocolate sculptures and sugar the Dutch authorities, who
392-3896
much water. But I have made forming — you take gelatin and released him. He immigrated to
them everywhere — on the street, powdered sugar, which is called the United States in 1960.
in the back of a church, in a dance pasta lache,' and cut it or mold it
Since 1976 he has worked in
hall. People usually stop and by hand, like clay... Eventually various positions for ARA,
watch you work. They look at I
became
better
than including the food-service
your progress, ask questions, the chef at ice carving, mainly operations at the University of
and say 'Hey, that looks nice. because of my previous South Carolina and Georgia
What is it?' "
Tech, and the Xerox manaexperience as a pastry chef."
"I made ice carvings on the
De Groot had gone to gement training center in
side, for weddings and parties, Indonesia, a former Dutch Leesburg.
While
a
when I worked at the Culinary colony, after being drafted into chef at the Oklahoma City
104 HIGH STMET — 392 5863
Institute of Washington, D.C. The the Dutch army in 1946. It was Sheraton, he served presidents
going rate is $100 to $125. I also there that he met his wife, Hilda. John Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson,
* PIZZA * SUBS * SALAD BAR * STUFFED PATOTES
made them when I worked for They have two married and Richard Nixon. He also has
* SPAGHETTI * ICE CREAM * CONES * SUNDAES * SHAKES
Sheraton (hotels) and American daughters; one lives in Atlanta, served the leaders of more than
REGULAR PIZZA.. .$4.20; LARGE PIZZA.. $5.50
Airlines. At the Sheraton in the other in Oklahoma.
NEW AT PERINI'S. TACOS...99«
20 nations, including the Soviet
Oklahoma City, I did one every
The chef also has made "ice Union and China.
WE DELIVER!! 5P.M. • 11 P.M.
week for the Sunday buffet for sockles" — smaller versions of
In addition to his duties as chef,
(SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY)
two years."
ice carvings — for special table de Groot trains chefs and cooks in
No Dmllvry Charge To Longwood Compui i
de Groot advises beginners to service. "I've made basket and ARA's Mid-Atlantic Region
work from a sketch and make bowl shapes to serve butter, under a pilot program.

Fourth Street Motor
Company

RESTAURANT
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BE HERE...

Lancer

FEBRUARY 18-28
Student Union Meetings every Monday, 6:15 p.m.
the Lankford Student Union Conference Center.
ALL ARE WELCOME! ! I

Heads

SUNDAY

MONDAY

18

Continued
polarizing their own campuses by
subsidizing — with credit or
grants — community work that
may be too liberal for campus
conservatives,
or
too
conservative for campus liberals.
"Any president supporting
activism had better be very
careful that he doesn't offend one
group by supporting another,"
Gordon cautions.
Some students also are
skeptical.
"When I'm not at work, I'm
usually doing my homework,"
says I-esley Taylor, a freshman
at Michigan State, i don't think
volunteering is going to be the
first thing on students' lists after
work and classes."
Already '"there're tons of
organizations" for students to
join, says Taylor, who works in
MSU's Student Activities office.
"But I don't think many people
know about them."
Bi-weekly flyers advertising
the volunteer groups and
activities generally lie piled in
the corner of the office, Taylor
says.
"Yeah, that would be great,"
DePauw junior Vickie Wilson
says of her president's plans for
greater student involvement.
"But it won't work because
people here don't get involved."
President Rosser disagrees,
noting group fund-raisers have
involved as much as half
DePauw's students.
When the campus chaplain last
year visited every DePauw
resident hall and greek house to
encourage charity fund-raising
work, "I'll admit they didn't
jump at the idea," Rosser
recalls.
"But we used their competitive
spirit, saying 'the guys at Delta
House are doing something;
you've got to keep up.' We played
on their sense of public image,"
Rosser says.
Gordon also cites increasing
student activism, but gives credit
to the students rather than
administrators.
"Faculty and administrators
can influence students only when
they're ready to be influenced,"
he contends. "People got tired
after the intense protests of the
'60s.
"Increasingly,
(administrators)
will
see
responsiveness. But not because
they're exhorting students, but
because students are ready.
They've caught their breath and
are ready to become activists
again."

TUESDAY

Gambia Nat ionaI
Ho Ii day
1/2 lb. Hamburger
(Small French
Fries S2.10
II an - I:30 pm
OJ: PI Kapp
75c off small
Pizza

23
TV Day in Lancer
Cafe
Kick Back with
Small Pepperonl
Pizza *<<-20 get
large coke free

24

25

Monus Wagner
81rthday:
American BasebalI
Great Born
February 2*. 187''

Tennessee
Williams Died '83

Buy Burrlto, get
small coke free

rage ^

WEDNESDAY

20

19
Talent Search '86
Looking For You
Come show off your
talent 9pm Buy a large IT2A
Pizza with everything, get small
Plain Pizza Free
8:00 - 9:00 pm

26

Taco Salad $1.8$
get medium coke
for 25C
II :OOam - I :30 pm

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Buffalo inri
lifthdly - lorn
fteruary 26, I8kfc
Oitd January 10,
1517.
Potato firantfa oat
. ,. coka 9r%*
II aa - I:JO pa
Talent Search'86
J:00 pa Saall Nacno 60<
| 00-10:00 pa

21

Pisces, The Fish:
The luling PIanei
ii Neptune
Buy a Turkey or
toast Beef
Sandwich, get a
Medium Coke &
Large French
Fries 35c I Iam-2p4

Wash ngton
Monument Anniversary: Monument of First
Pres dent

Feb. 21. 1885
Vegetable Soup
i Grilled Cheese
Sandwich $1.75

27

28

E.-nmon Cogh I an
set indoor mile
record 3: *«9. 78.
1983

Mystery Weekend

Buy 1/2 lb burger
get smalI french
fries free

75c off small
Pizza

In

SATURDAY

22
Georae Washington
B' rthday
LLii

Buy large Pizza
with everything
get smalI plain
pizza free.<t;30-6

29

DAVE WOPAT in
Lancar Cafe 8 pm

Are You Interested In The World Of
Fashion Merchandising?
LONGWOOD COLLEGE - SMS-VHEA
PRESENTS

FASHION
KALEIDOSCOPE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1986
7:00 P.M. - COYNER 205
ADMISSION IS FREE!
We will have speakers on buying, management, small
store owner and display organizer. Come hear what
they have to say and ask your questions about the
Fashion Merchandising World today!

axUtnt§
118 W. THIRD
FARMVILLE,
VIRGINIA
392-6755

HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...$3.75
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
FRESH SEAFOOD
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The Rotunda

Tuesday, February 18, 1986

Lady Lancers basketball
player Caren Forbes has
received Player of the Week
honors from both the MasonDixon Conference and Ixmgwood
College, it was announced
Sunday.
Forbes had a pair of

outstanding performances last
week as I^ongwood beat liberty
University in overtime 93-89
Tuesday and fell to Maryland
Baltimore County 78-74 Saturday
night.
A W> junior guard, Forbes
scored 46 points for the week. She

had 26 points, six assists and six
steals against liberty. In that
game also she canned 10 of 11 free
throws and scored six points in
overtime. Against UMBC
Saturday, Forbes added 20
points, six rebounds and three
assists.

EVEN STRAIGHT AS CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION.
Today, the toughest thing about going
to a illege is finding the money to pay for it. ^
But Army ROTC can help-two
ways!
First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $ 1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
But even if you're not a
scholarship recipient,^
ROTC can still help
with financial assistance-up to $1,000
a year for your
last two years in
the program.
For more
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military Science.'

Longwood's all-time career
assist leader with 349, Forbes has
been a double figure scorer in
each of her three seasons with the
Lady Lancers. She averaged 11.8
points as a freshman, 14.2 as a
junior and is currently scoring
13.2 points per contest.
Forbes ranks among the
leaders in the Mason-Dixon
Conference in scoring, assists
(5.0 average) and free throw
shooting (77.8 per cent ). With
over 900 career points, she is a
sure bet to end her career with
over 1,000 points and next season
could challenge Sue Rama (1,471
points) for the Lady Lancers'
career scoring leadership.

ARMY ROTC
BCAUYOUCANBE

CONTACT: Captain Ben Sweger

JUMP ROPE FOR HEART

355 E. Ruffnor, 392-9348

Thursday, February 27th
Lancer Gym

PINCS PIZZA
Large Pepperoni Pizza
PH0NE -DELIVERY ONLY 5(K391

5:00 P.M. Til Closing
DAILY SPECIALS

J\35

MONDAY

Italian Hoagie W/ C hips
TUESDAY
Spaghetti W/Salad*
WEDNESDAY
Lasagna W/Salad*
THURSDAY
$1.00 Off Large Or 50< Off Medium
FRIDAY
Meatball Parmigiano

6:00

$6.25
PH0NE

39

2'3l3z

"All
"YOU
GOTTA

$2.00
$2.85
$3.99

$ 1.95

SATURDAY

Pizza Steak

9:30 PM

$2.00

SUNDAY

Baked Zita W/Salad*
$3.25
'DINNER SPECIAL...25* EXTRA TO GO ONLY.

HAVE
HEART"

YOU

JUMP *OPC FOft

if

American Heart
Association

REALLY
HEED
IS
HEART'

PLEASE Join In- Jump Or Donate To
This LIFE SAVING EFFORT.

February Is 'Heart Month"
SPONSORED BY: HPE MAJORS CLUB

• v I

•

,

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage PAID
Farmville, VA
23901
Permit No. 17

LONGWOOD COLLEGE

1986 Summer Session*
Session Dates

Tuition and Fees*

Registration Date & Time
May 19,10 a.m.-3 p.m.
June 9,9 a.m.-3 p.m.
June 9,9 a.m.-3 p.m.
July 14,9 a.m.-3 p.m.
July 14,9 a.m.-3 p.m.
June 9,9 a.m-3 p.m.

Three Week Interim
May 19-June 6
First Term Undergraduate
June9-July 11
First Term Graduate
June 11-July 12
Second Term Undergraduate July 14-August 15
Second Term Graduate
July IS-August 15
Summer Reading Program
June 9-August 1

* Registration must be done in person. Students will be allowed to attend class on the
opening day of each session without having registered. Students must be registered
by 3:00 p.m. on the opening day. Workshops require preregistration. Contact
Continuing Studies for information (392-9256 or 392-9241).

Housing Information
Summer school housing will be provided in either Curry or Frazer Halls for all
three summer sessions. These residence halls are air-conditioned and provide
suite-like accommodations.
Resident students will be on the 19 meal plan. This plan provides for three meals
per day during the week, with brunch and dinner served on the weekends. The first
meal will be dinner the Sunday before classes begin.
The residence halls will open at 3:00 p.m. on the Sunday before classes
begin for each summer session. The residence halls will close at 7:00
p.m. on the final day of exams.
Persons desiring residence hall accommodations should report to Curry Hall, and
they will receive a room assignment at that time. Fees for Room and Board will be
paid at registration according to the schedule published in this directory.

Application Fee (non-refundable)

$5.00

Tuition Per Credit Hour
Undergraduate and Graduate
In-State
Out-of-State

$52.00
$102.00

Comprehensive Fee (Graduate and Undergraduate Academic Programs)

Residence Hall Students (per weekj
Double
Board
$35.00
Room
41.00
Auxiliary Service Fee
6.00**
Health Services
2.00
$84,QQ
Non-Residence Hall Students (per week)
Auxiliary Service Fee
$6.00**
Automobile Registration

Single
$35.00
51.00
6.00**
2.00
$94.00

55.00

♦Students involved in field experiences should obtain special summer rates from the
Cashiering and Student Accounts Office.
♦♦Includes use of all Longwood facilities, including pool, gym, golf course, student
union, etc. Fee also covers fixed costs of the College.
-

Refunds

Payment
Tuition and fees should be paid to the Cashiering and Student Accounts Office on
the first day of class. Students who fail to register on the first day of class will be
charged a late fee of $5.00.

A refund of all but one hour's tuition and a pro-rata amount of the comprehensive
fee may be obtained if withdrawal from a class occurs within the add/drop period of
that session. Withdrawals after the add/drop period will require forfeit of the entire
tuition charge. A pro-rata amount of the comprehensive fee will be refunded.

LONGWOOD COLLEGE 1986 SUMMER SCHOOL REGISTRATION FORM
(Bring this form with you when you come to register.)
Social Security Number

NAME

(last)

(first)

(middle)

State of legal residence:
(In order to be eligible for in-state tuition rates, you must complete an Application
for Virginia In-State Tuition Rates, available at the Registrar's Office, unless
you have been enrolled at Longwood within the last academic year.)

ADDRESS,

STATE

CITY

TELEPHONE

ZIP CODE

City/County of Residence

Check if currently enrolled in a degree program at Longwood:
Undergraduate
Graduate

COURSE REGISTRATION*
Please use the following designations under "Sess" as you fill
in the course registration information:
SS
51
52
RP
IN

Complete this section if you are not currently in a degree
program:
Have you ever attended Longwood?

Three week short session (May 19 - June 6)
First session -- U or G (June 9 - July 11)
Second session -- U or G (July 14 - August 15',
Reading Program (June 9 - August 1)
Internship or field work during summer

If yes, date of last attendance:
List any other name(s) under which you have registered at
Longwood:

Disc.

Sess.

Course
Number

Sec.

Credit
Hours

COURSE TITLE

Are you currently enrolled at any other college/university?

Yes
If

No
yes, give college/university name:

Are you a high school graduate?
College

degrees

i

TOTAL CREDIT H OURS

(dates/institutions):
•Any course offered will be guaranteed once a minimum enrollment of six is
reached.

BUSINESS

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
10240
BIOLOGY
07101
07307

0930- -1200
1300- ■1530 MTW

S118
S116

Field Botany(D.Breil)

0800- •1500

S112

10190
10240
10241
10498

3

1330-1500

Principles of Finance
(Aron)

3

0925-1055

H105

Operations Management
(Minks)

3

1330-1500

H106

Organizational Behavior
(Minks)

3

1105-1235

H102

10380

Principles of Mktg.(Brooks)3

0745-0915

H102

10480

Advertising(Brooks)

0925-1055

H102

1105-1235
1530-1700 MTW

S306
S311

1105-1235
1530-1700 MTW

S204
S206

10361
10362

BUSINESS
American Business Systems
(Jacques)

3

10350

Biological Concepts(Batts) 4
Lab
4

Principles of Accounting
I(Roy)

1300- •1530

H101

Principles of Accounting
I(Klayton)

3

0900- •1130

H109

Principles of Accounting
II(Roy)

3

0900- •1130

H106

Special Topics
Seminar in Organization Change
1300- 1530
and Development(Minks)
3

H102

CHEMISTRY
12101

12462

General Chemistry(Lehman)
Lab

18101

Earth Science (Curley)
Lab

4

0800- 1200

S310

Special Projects in
Chemistry(Staff)

2

1330- 1630

S304

Introduction to Computer
Based Systems (Staff)

20211
20212

Principles of Economics
(Macro) (Martin)

3

0925-1055

H101

Principles of Economics
(Micro)(Martin)

3

1105-1235

H101

EDUCATION

0830- 1100

22405

Directed Tchg.Secondary
(Gibbons)

5

Directed Tchg.Lib.Sci.
(Gibbons)

5

TBA

Wynne

Principles of Secondary
Education (Sizemore)

3

1105-1235

W207

Reading in Elementary
and Secondary School
(Banton)

3

1330-1500

Wynne

TBA

ENGLISH
Introduction to Lit.
and Composition(Stuart)
3

0925-1055

G103

23282

Grammar

0925-1055

G101

ttttfcl

■**&*&.*&*.UU&PVfaur. \*JM£r\tek *» »M

22525

TBA
TBA

23101

Popular Literature:
Detective/Spy Fiction
(Stinson)

3

0830- •1100

G102

MATHEMATICS
48113

1330-1500

22455

ENGLISH
23221

3

G310

EDUCATION
22404

Foundation of Reading
(Banton)

22425
3

Statistical Decision
Making (Gussett)

3

(Tinnell)

Music Appreciation
(Montgomery)

0800 -1030

G307

3

0900 -1130

WL233

GEOGRAPHY
29201

Introduction to Philosophy
(James)
3

Teaching Practicum(Bobbitt)3

35215
35216

Basic Elements(Lane)

0925-1055

S205

3

0745- 0915

WR325

3

1105- 1235

WR325

0925-1055

WR326

Internship in Cooperative
Extension(Osborn)
3-8

TBA

C108

Internship in Occupational
Home Economics(Osborn)
2-10

TBA

C108

Internship in Clothing t
Textiles(Fowlkes)

TBA

C108

American Govt.(Federal)
(Harbour)

American Govt.(State/Local)

083C -1100

G101

TBA '

HISTORY
40121

LH207

U.S. History (to Civil
War Era)(Hall)
HOME ECONOMICS

SOCIAL MORI
74420

Topical Seminar in Social
Work Practice(Staff)
1-3

42358
TBA

TBA

42359

SOCIOLOGY
76101
76220

Introduction to Sociology
(Perkins)
Self in Society (Hlad)

3
3

0830 -1100

H205

1030 -1300

H205

ANTHROPOLOGY
01495
01595

Field Methods in
Archeology(Jordan)

3

(Caliban)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
56490

G108

GOVERNMENT

PHILOSOPHY
54200

3

•

MUSIC
52123

4

ECONOMICS

Quantitative Methods
(Barber)

COMPUTER SCIENCE
14156

4

EARTH SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY
12201

3

6

The Organization and
Execution of Archeological
Fieldwork
6

0720-1500 M-Th
1500-2100 W

42428

8

MATHEMATICS

48112

Problem Solving Math(Wu)

3

0925- 1055

G307

48113

Statistical Decision
Making(Wu)

3

1105- 1235

G307

College Algebra/Trig I
(Staff)

3

5-1235

G308

48161
Site

MILITARY SCIENCE
0720-1500 M-Th
1500-2100 W

Site

ART

50205

ROTC Basic Summer Camp

6

Ft.Knox

50305

ROTC Advanced Summer Camp

3

Ft.Bragg

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

02155

Basic Photography(Staff)

3

1105-1235

B113

02213

Ceramics(Staff)

3

0925-1055

B121

BIOLOGY
07102

Botany(Scott)
Lab

4

0745-0915
1330-1500 MTW

S133
S117

07206

Human Anatomy/Phy(Merkle)
Lab

4

0925-1055
1300-1500 MTW

S118
S115

56110

Beginning Swimming(Luther) 1

1530-1730

LH143

56124

Weight Training(Nelson)

1

1900-2100

LH313

56129

Aerobic Dance/Aerobics
(Callaway)

1

0745-0915

LH224

56138

Clogging(Tipton)

1

1900-2100

LH307

56380

Fitness Internship(Grahaa) 8

TBA

TBA

PHYSICS
61101

General Physics I
(Meshejian)
Lab

4

ilOLOGT
0925-1055
1330-1500 MTW

S205
S211

PSYCHOLOGY

63131

Introduction to Psych.(Ra) 3

0925-1055

W123

63356

Abnormal Psychology(Stein) 3

1105-1235

W123

07103

General Zoology(S.Breil)
Lab

07207

Human Anatoay/Phy
Lab(Merkle)

TBA

TBA

8

TBA

TBA

8

TBA

6638002 Ther.Rec. Internship

66490

Ther.Rec. Internship
(Vale)

16

74415
74427

Human Sexual Adjustment
(Stonikinis)

3

Inter-professional
Communication(Stonikinis)

3

H105

Principles of Accounting
II(Gilfillan)

3

0745- 0915

H109

(Tetzin)

j

0925-1055

H102

10383

Retailing (Terzin)

3

1105-1235

H102

10499

Business Policy(Jacques)

3

1330-1500

H101

12102

CHEMISTRY
General Chemistry (Klein) 4
Lab

1105-1235
1530-1700 MTW

S306
S311

0925- -1055

14156

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Introduction to Computer
Based Systems(Staff)
3
0925-1055

0745 -0915

WR228
WR128

76382

3

1105 -1235

WR128

18102

Juvenile Delinquency
(Hlad)
Sociology of Sport and
Leisure (Hlad)

22610
22617
22675
22681

G101

H209

2305102 Basic Writing Skills(Craft)3

1105-1235

G101

2310001 Expository Writing/Research
(Hevener)
3

0745-0915

G102

2310002 Expository Writing/Research
(Hevener)
3

0925-1055

G102

Introduction to Literature
i Composition(Stinson)
3

0925-1055

G103

Children's Literature
(Stinson)

3

1105-1235

G103

American Literature
1920 to Present(Frank)

3

1105-1235

G102

0925-1055

WR326

J007

3

0925-1055

J026

23280
23333

EDUCATION

22571

0925-1055

0925- -1055

■

22543

S204
S206

3

0745-0915

Curricular Development
Elementary(Sizemore)

1105-1235
1530-1700 MTW

H205

23101

22542

4

1330- •1500

Fundamentals of Public
Speaking (Anderson)

Introduction to Theatre
(Lockwood)

Earth Science (Austin)
Lab

3

THEATRE

81101

G308

ENGLISH
2305101 Basic Writing Skills(Craft)3

SPEECH
80101

Principles of Management

EARTH SCIENCE

Advanced Methods
(Stonikinis)

SOCIOLOGY
76335

S118
S115

1105- 1235

TBA

SOCIAL WORK
74309

0925- 1055
1330 1500 MTW

3

10360

6638003 Ther.Rec. Internship
(Hupp)

S133
S121

Introduction to the
American Based Business
System(Jacques)

10241

(Vale)

0925- 1055
1530 1700 MTW

BUSINESS
10190

RECREATION
6638001 Ther.Rec. Internship
(Merling)

4

BISTORT

3

Curricular Development
Secondary(Sizemore)

3

1300-1430
1300-1430

W207

40122

W207

MATHEMATICS

48111

Principles u)f Instruction
(Kovacs)

3

0925-1055

W129

Occupational Information
(Weatherly)

3

0745-0915

W129

48114

Guidance in Secondary
Schools(Weatherly)

3

0925-1055

W207

48162

School Administration
(Kovacs)

3

0745-0915

W123

Evaluation of Learning(Ra) 3

1105-1235

D.S. History to Modern
Times(Hall)

A Computer Approach to

Introductory College Math
(Staff)

3

1105-1235

G308

Mathematics for the
Consumer(Gussett)

3

0925 -1055

G307

College Algebra/Trig II
(Gussett)

3

1105 -1235

•

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1
0745 -0915

G307

56108

Golf(Staff)

56110

Beginning Swimming(Merling)1

1530 -1730

LH143

56114

Bowling(Staff)

1

1330 -1530

LX119

56124

Weight Training(Nelson)

1

1900 -2100

LH313

61102

General Physics II
(Meshejian)
Lab

0925- 1055
1330- 1500 MTW

S205
S210

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to Psychology
(Wacker)
3

0925- 1055

W129

Industrial Psychology
(Wacker)

1105- 1235

W129

LH223

W129

ENGLISH
23TBA

TBA(Sprague)

3

TBA

LIBRARY SCIENCE
46401
46402

Organization of Materials
(Laine)

PBTSICS
3

Administration of Library
Media Centers (LeStourgeon)3

0925-1055
0745-0915

Library
Library

PSYCHOLOGY
63523

Theories of Personality
(Stein)

3

63132
1300-1430

W129

01595

Field Methods in
Archeology(Jordan)

TBA

Jr. Integrative Seminar
(Stonikinis)

1

TBA

TBA

74400

Senior Field(Stonikinis)

12

TBA

TBA

74401

Sr. Integrative Seminar
(Stonikinis)

2

TBA

TBA

Social Welfare Administration (Stonikinis)
1

TBA

TBA

Law and the Social Worker
(Stonikinis)

TBA

TBA

74340
6

The Organization and
Execution of Archeological
Fieldwork
6

0720-1500 MTWTh
1500-2100 W
0720-1500 MTWTh
1500-2100 W

Site

Site

ART

74404

02110

Crafts(Staff)

0925-1055

B119

02213

Ceraaic8(Staff)

0745-0915

B121

3

SOCIAL WORK
Junior Field(Stonlklnis)
5
TBA

74339

ANTHROPOLOGY

01495

63359

4

74407

SOCIOLOGY

ENGLISH

Introduction to Sociology
(Pippert)

3

1330-1500

H205

76102

Social Problems(Pippert)

3

0925-1055

H209

80101

SPEECH
Fundamentals of Public
Speaking(Woodburn)
3

0925-1055

J026

76101

ENG 211 - Writing Workshop (High School Students) - Billy Clark
3 credits - June 15-27
ENG 510 - Writing Workshop (High School Teachers) - Billy Clark
3 credits - June 29-July 11
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FR 501-530 - French Institute - Jill Kelly - 6 credits - July 20August 9

THEATRE
Introduction to Theatre

81101

3

(Evans)

1105-1235

FR 590 - Longwood in France - Jill Kelly - 3 credits - June 19July 10

J026

GER 500-530 - German Institute - Geoffrey Orth - 6 credits
June 15-July 2

SECOHD TERM GRADUATE SUMMER SCHOOL—JDLY 15-AUGUST 15
EDUCATION
Instructional Media
Technology (Vick)

22547

0745-0915

W101

School-Commun i ty
Relations (Vick)

0925-1055

W126

LS 549 - Microcomputer Telecommunications 6 Online Search
Procedures - John Arehart - 1 credit - July 27-29

Techniques of
Counseling(Apperson)

0925-1055

W123

22661

Educational Research(Smith)3

1105-1235

W123

LS 560 - Microcomputers & New Technology for School and Library
ED 560
Applications - Nancy Vick, John Arehart - 3 credits
June 22-27 - Registration deadline, June 4*

23TBA

ENGLISH
3

22549
22605

TBA(Frank)

3

SP 500-530 - Spanish Institute - Maria Silveira - 6 credits
June 15-July 2
LIBRARY SCIENCE

LS 561 - Microcomputers as Data Managers for School and Library
ED 561
Media Specialists - John Arehart, Nancy Vick - 3 credits
June 29-July 3 - Registration deadline, June 11*

TBA

LIBRARY SCIENCE/EDOCATION
46527/
22547

Instructional Media
Technology (Vick)

3

TBA

TBA

LS 595 - Implementing & Integrating the Standards of Learning
Objectives for School Library Media Centers - Mrs.
Hutsler - 1 credit - July 27-29
LS 650 - Introduction to Online Bibliographic Searching - Ms.
Chickering - 1 credit - July 29-31

PSYCHOLOGY
63555

Mental Tests(Apperson)

3

1105-1235

W207

63622

Learning Theory(Smith)

3

1300-1430

W123
—

SUMMER READING PROGRAM—JOHE 9-AOGOST 1
8 WEEK PROGRAMS:
22427
Practicum in Diagnosis and
Remedial Techniques in
6
Reading (Woodburn)
22431
22526

22627

MUSIC
MUS 101 - Music Theory (High School Students) - Ralph Mohr
1 credit - July 6-10 **

1000-1200

Wynne

MUS 595 - Singing Children - Hungarian Model in American Classroom - Teri Kidd - 1 credit - June 22-25 **
MUS 595 - Student Composers in the Classroom - Bruce Montgomery
1 credit - June 25-28 **

Techniques in Diagnostic
Reading (Woodbu rn)

3

0830-0930

Wynne

Techniques in Diagnostic
and Remedial Reading
(Woodburn)

3

0830-0930

Wynne

Advanced Graduate Practices
in Reading (Woodburn)
6

1000-1200

Wynne

OFFICE OF CONTINUING STUDIES
SUMMER WORKSHOPS***
ART
Art 301,

LS 651 - Online Bibliographic Searching - Ms. Chickering 1 credit - July 31-August 1

302 - Art History Tour (Longwood in Europe) Elisabeth Flynn - 6 credits - May 18-July 1

EARTH SCIENCE
ES 503 - Natural Resources Conservation Workshop - Ben Parsons,
Freda McConbs - 4 credits - June 23-July 11
EDUCATION
ED 595 - The Learning Disabled Child - Terry Leonard - 3
credits - June 16-July 3
ED 595 - Psychological & Educational Assessment of Exceptional
Learners - Terry Leonard - 3 credits - June 16-July 3

MUS 595 - Technology & Techniques in Elementary Music - Sandra
Stauffer - 1 credit - June 29-July 2 **
MUS 595 - Music For the Special Learner - Betty Welsbacher
3 credits - July 7-11 - Registration deadline,
June 18* **
MUS 595 - Handbells - Janet Dollins - 1 credit - July 13-16 **
MUS 595 - Junior High Choral Literature - Lee Egbert - 1 credit
July 16-19 **
MUS 595 - Dulcimers - Madeline McNiel - 1 credit - August 6-9 **
MUS 595 - Choreography - TBA - 1 credit **
HEALTH AMD PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HED 500 - Instructional Strategy in Health Education - Sandra
Cross - TBA - 3 credits
PED 212 - Water Safety Instructor - Sarah Bingham - 2 credits
May 13-30
PED 512 - Implementing the Standards of Learning Objectives in
Rhythmic Activities/Dance fc Gymnastics - Eleanor
Bobbitt - 3 credits - June 13-20 - Registration
deadline. May 21*

ED 595 - The Emotionally Disturbed Child - Vera Williams
3 credits - July 7-25

SPEECH AND THEATRE

ED 595 - Curriculum t Materials Adaptation for the Learning
Disabled - Vera Williams - 3 credits - July 7-25

THE 100 - Central Virginia Institute for the Performing Arts
(High School Students) - Diahn Simonini - 1 credit
July 7-August 1

MUS 595 - Music in Special Education - Betty Welsbacher
3 credits - July 7-11 - Registration deadline,
June 18*

SP 595 - Oral Communications for the Classroom Teacher - Nancy
Anderson - 3 credits - June 16-July 3

ED 595 - Newspaper Workshop - Phyllis Groneweg, Shirley Foutz
3 credits - June 22-27 - Registration deadline,
June 4*
ED 595 - Fairy Tales Tour - Mary Stuart Woodburn - 3 credits
August 6-20
ED 595 - Stress Management - Ed Smith - 3 credits - June 23-27
Registration deadline, June 4*
ED 595 - Drug and Alcohol Abuse - David Stein - 3 credits
July 14-18 - Registration deadline, June 25*
ED 595 - Classroom Behavior Management - David Stein - 3
credits - July 21-25 - Registration deadline, July 2*
ED 595 - Moral Development and Moral Education Workshop Jung Ra - 3 credits - July 13 - July 18

*In order to keep your time on campus to a minimum, these
courses require some preparation ahead of time. There will
be an additional textbook charge for these workshops.
Registration will NOT be accepted on the first day of classes.
**Each of these workshops has a $25 workshop fee in addition to
the tuition.
***Workshop registration deadline is two weeks prior to the first
class meeting (except for those indicated otherwise). We
cannot guarantee space available for those who do not preregister. Also in the event of cancellation, only those who have
r reregistered will be notified. All fees will be refunded if
he course is cancelled.
Please call Continuing Studies (392-9256) for information
about changes, cancellations and possible additions of workshops after the time of this publication.
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Lancer Sports
Lancers — 8 Of Last 9
Winning for the eighth time in
its last nine games, Ixmgwood
beat Md. Baltimore County
Saturday night 63-60 to clinch
second place in the Mason-Dixon
Conference and a first round bye
in the league tournament
February 27 through March 1 at
UMBC.
Now 12-11 overall and 7-2 in the
conference, the lancers have
three regular season contests
remaining. After hosting NAIA
power
Atlantic
Christian
Monday,
Longwood
visits
nationally-ranked Mount St.
Mary's Saturday and hosts
Armstrong State next Monday
(Feb. 24). Should Longwood
defeat The Mount, it would at
least tie for first place in the
conference regular season race.
Mason-Dixon Conference
Standings
+Mt. St. Mary's
6-1
20-3
+LC
7-2
12-11
Liberty
5-4
17-11
Ran.-Macon
4-1
13-11
Pitts.-Johnstown
2-7
7-16
Md. Bait. Co.
1-7
3-20
+Clinched
first
round
tournament bye
Seniors' Last Home Game
The Armstrong State contest
will mark the final home
appearance of five Ixmgwood
seniors who have keyed this
year's success. Co-captains and
leading scorers Ixmnie Ix?wis and
Kenneth Fields and top reserves
Frank Tennyson, Dave Edwards,
and Lionel! Ogburn will play their
last game in lancer Hall Monday
night. Game time is 8:00,
following the LC women's game
with Catholic at 6:00.
Lewis (1,366 pts., 232 rbs.) is
the third leading scorer in
Longwood history and Fields (574
pts., 222 rbs.) one of the most
exciting players ever to wear the
Lancer Blue & White. Tennyson
(295 pts., 149 assists) Ogburn (189

<n
M
1

pts., 69 rbs.) and Edwards (245
pts., 206 rbs.) have been solid
performers as reserves and parttime starters.
Tennyson and Lewis have
played at Ixmgwood four years,
Edwards three and Ogburn and
Fields two, after transferring in
as juniors. The senior class,
largest in Lancer basketball
history, will be recognized prior
to the Armstrong StateIxmgwood tip-off.
Lewis' Free Throws Sink UMBC
I-ewis scored 19 points and hit a
pair of free throws with 13 secons
left Saturday night at UMBC to
help the Lancers hold on for their
63-60 victory. Up 37-30 at the half,
Ixmgwood fell behind by a point,
53-52 with 5:52 remaining, before
rallying behind Lewis, Quintin
Kearney and Fields.
Eric Pittman hit the front end
of a one-and-one to put Longwood
up 61-58 with 50 seconds left
before UMBC's Breck Robinson
rammed home a dunk just 14
seconds after the end. Robinson
had 22 points and 16 rebounds for
UMBC.
After Lewis was fouled
intentionally, he dropped in the
free throws to put the game out of
reach. The Retrievers got off a
final three-point attempt, but it
missed and Fields knocked the
rebound outside to Lewis.
Ixmgwood shot poorly from
both the floor (42.8 per cent) and
the line (60 per cent), but outrebounded the taller Retrievers
44-41. Kearney grabbed a careerhigh 14 rebounds, Fields nine and
Kevin Ricks six to pace the
Lancets on the boards.
Fields scored but eight points
as his streak of 22 consecutive
double figure games came to an
end. In addition to 19 points from
Ixewis, Kearney had 14, Pittman
11 and Ricks 8.
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Longwood had dropped an 8584 double overtime decision at
Liberty University last Monday.
The defeat ended a seven-game
I.ancer win streak. The Flames
battled back from an eight-point
deficit in the final 1:09 to tie the
game at 73-73 and won in the
second overtime. Liberty scored
10 three-point goals in the
contest.
Notes On The Lancers
— Lewis and Fields continue to
dominate the Mason-Dixon
Conference statistical races.
Lewis leads in scoring (18.6) and
free throw percentage (.875),
while Fields ranks third in
scoring (18.0), leads in field goal
percentage (.569) and is tied with
Kearney (7.4) for fifth in
rebounding. Lewis has now
reached double figures in 19
straight games.
— With at least four games still
to play, Lewis is 113 points behind
Joe Remar (1,479 points) among
Longwood's all-time leading
scorers. Lewis has an outside
chance of catching Remar and
moving into second place.
— Following the Armstrong
State game next Monday,
Longwood will play in the MDAC
Conference Tournament semifinals Friday, February 28 at
Maryland Baltimore County. The
Lancers will get a first round bye
along with Mount St. Mary's.
Winner of the MDAC Tournament
will receive an automatic berth in
the
NCAA
Division
II
Tournament.
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Past Event Winners:
Women's Ping Pong

1st Genevieve Toler
2nd Angie Hill
Jo Jo Katz

Weekend Backgammon
Current Events:
Womens Basketball is now underway with the "A-League" tournament beginning on Monday (Feb. 17). The "B-League" tournament
will be coming to an end Tuesday night (Feb. 18) at 8:15 in Lancer
Gym. Coed innertube water polo is in full force. Come out to the pool on
Monday and Wednesday nights and join in the fun. Men's ping pong
will begin on Monday, Feb. 17 with 12 men participating.
Coming Events:
(1) Coed volleyball officials applications due and meeting Monday,
Feb. 17 at 6:30 in Her.
(2) Weekend basketball (Feb. 22-23) - Entry blanks due and captains meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 18 at 6:30 in Lankford.
(3) Coed volleyball entry blanks due and captains meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 6:30 in Lankford.
Pick Up All Entry Blanks in Her!

Gymnasts
By JIM WINKLER
The Longwood gymnastics
team hosted a tri-meet Saturday
afternoon and finished second by
a mere .05 point. Georgia College
won the meet scoring 166.Q, while
Longwood finished just behind
with 165.95. Trenton finished
third with 164.05.
"Beating Trenton puts us in a
better place for the NCAA
Division II Regionals, as that is
one of the schools who have a shot
of going," said Ixmgwood Coach
Ruth Budd. "However we did not
score as well as we could have,
and little mistakes cost us first
place."
Lisa Zuraw led the Ixmcers,
now 4-6. The senior won the allaround competition (34.2), and
the vaulting event (9.0), and tied
for first on bars (8.4). It was the

third time this season that Zuraw
scored at least 9.0 in vaulting.
Freshman Lynda Chenoweth
and Kim Booth also olaced for the
lancers. Booth finished third on
floor (8.55), while Chenoweth
scored the second best Ixmgwood
total in all-around (33.4) to finish
fourth. Senior Kelly Strayer
placed second on beam (8.7)
while competing for the second
time since returning from injury.
The lancers will compete in
the Towson Invitational Saturday
at 2:00, before returning to
I-ancer Hall on Saturday, March
1 when they host the Virginia
State Meet at 2:00. Radford,
William & Mary and James
Madison will join Ixmgwood in
that meet. Ixmgwood closes out
their regualr season March 8 at
Auburn.

Grapplers Finish Third
Longwood finished a distant
third in the NCAA Division II
Southern Regional Wrestling
Tournament Saturday at Liberty
University and the Lancers' top
two individual grapplers were
prevented from earning a trip to
nationals because of an
official's incompetence,
according to Lancer coach Steve
Nelson.
Liberty had 903/4 points,
Pembroke State 90l4, Ixmgwood
39 and Pfeiffer 26 in the team
finish. I-ancers Pete Whitman
(142 pounds) and Billy Howard
(158 pounds) suffered close losses
in the finals.
Whitman, who ended the
season with 29 wins, beat Marks
of Pembroke 6-3 in the first
round. In his final match against
1

1

Intramural Update

Pruett of Liberty, he lost a 3-2
decision when he was called for
stalling in the last 20 seconds.
Earlier, the official had failed to
give Whitman credit for a pair of
takedowns, according to coach
Nelson.
Howard beat Manley of liberty
9-5 in his first round match and
was beating Cluchey
of
Pembroke 4-3 until he was called
for stalling as the final buzzer
went off. He ended regulation at
4-4 and lost in overtime 4-1.
Howard ended the season with a
record of 19*1.
"It was probably the low point
of my coaching career to see two
of my wrestlers have a trip to
nationals taken away from them
by an official's incompetence,"
said Nelson. "I was really proud

of my guys. They kept their
composure."
Nelson explained that the two
officials who had been scheduled
to work the tournament never
showed up. In their place, two
substitute officials called the
matches. One was inexperienced
and the other was the public
address announcer for Liberty
who is a certified high school
official. The latter is the official
who refereed Whitman's and
Howard's match.
Nelson also protested a late
weigh-in by Liberty's Pruett
Friday night. The results of the
protest, which is being made to
the NCAA Division II Wrestling
Committee, will not be known
until later this week or early next
week.

An "On-The-Ground
Newspaper"

Number
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Sting's
Ever since the 1960's, many
folk and rock groups have at least
minimally included social and
political statements in their
music. As the Vietnam conflict
was resolved and civil rights
legislation was enacted, much of
the fire in young peoples' music
died. This signified an end for
many rock groups as well as
political action groups. As the
1970's progressed people like the
Bee Gees and disco music invaded the scene.
With a few exceptions, it wasn't
until the late '70's that a reemergence of socio-political
messages in popular music again
became popular.
Now, Pop Star Sting, in his
infinite wisdom, has written a
song about the superpower
conflict. The song "Russians" is

Peace

a sappy, idealistic, unrealistic,
uniformed, historically flawed
version of a moralistic attempt
by Sting to prey upon the
emotions of teenyboppers.
However, a December 1985
Gallop poll indicated that a
whopping 68 percent of the
population want Sting directly
involved in arms reduction talks.
Thirty-five percent of those
polled want Sting to run as vice
president with 600 club guru and
presidential
hopeful
Pat
Bobertson.
When asked about his political
background, Sting, once a parttime Longwood student, was
quoted as saying, "I got a C- in
Jimmy Helms' Local Government course which is damn
good." In his first meeting with
Russian leader Secretary Gor-

Initiative

bachev, Sting said, "I just
couldn't take my eyes off that
crimson birthmark on his
forehead which is shaped like the
state of Maryland which is ironic
because Maryland is close to the
statue of Liberty."
Sting, who has an obvious
knowledge of world affairs, has
decided to sponsor a benefit
concert in Vienna, Virginia. Both
Reagan and Gorbachev will
attend and together sing
background vocals in the finale.
The show will also feature Nancy
Reagan singing the classic "I
Don't Know How to Love Him."
Monetary proceeds from the
concert will go to Reagan's and
Gorbachev's favorite charities.
Gorbachev has pledged his
portion of the loot to the Afghan
Relief Fund. Reagan's share will
go to the Senior Citizens of the
Screen Actors' Guild. Both
Sting looks on while Reagan and Gorbachav rehearse an Elvis
leaders acknowledge Sting as classic.
being a new driving force in
detente.

Goodwin To Student Teach
On Space Shuttle
^j

^^^^»

NASA has made the surprise
announcement that a studentteacher will be the next visitor
aboard the space shuttle. Sarah
Goodwin, from Longwood, will be
the student teacher.
A
spokesman for the Board of
Visitors said, "Oh yes, of course
Ms. Goodwin will pay comprehensive fees, after all the
space shuttle's orbits include 16
passes over Longwood's 52 acre
campus, this definitely constitutes a 'usage' situation."
An unnamed member of the
board of visitors said, "It would

]\S] )£•
- Bad Words
Mlkail Gorbachav was spotted recently in Paris with a worldly
looking baseball cap. "Ve have no aspirations to rule de verld,"
Gorbachav announced sheepishly.

— Drop Outs

be outrageous to charge Ms.
Goodwin the full comprehensive
fees so we have developed a
special formula. Each orbit will
bring Goodwin over the 'wood for
about two seconds each, the fees
will run her about 10 bucks per
second, minus the 2 percent
Longwood Astronaut discounts
will have Ms. Goodwin paying
$316.00, instead of the usual
$365.00. The Visitor concluded,
"fair is fair," and "Longwood,
it's a nice place to visit."
NASA spokesdude, Bill Halley,
was asked why Longwood was

-

chosen as the school to sponsor
this new program. "Well, the
search started several years ago
at Harvard and Yale and we've
been working our way along, and
after the Challenger explosion...
we rounded her up at a Rush
party. She's quite a girl." Ms.
Goodwin speaks: "Risks are part
of life, I figure. I'm no stranger to
risks, I've been using the withdrawal method since I was a kid.
Also, my mother was a pioneer of
sorts, she was the first astronaut
groupie depicted in "The Right
Stuff."
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g«n Farts (Sorta) - Sexual Innuendo

- Pot Shots

- Cheap Shots - Cough Drops

— Fluffy Clouds. — Just Turn The Damn Page!
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To The Editor:
We hate the food in the dining
hall. We hate the dining hall.
There's too much trash on
campus. There's not enough light
on campus. We hate these things.
We hate trying to park around
here. Campus Police are too
slow. They give too many tickets.
They give us too many tickets.
We hate the Campus Police. We
hate the visitation policy. We
hate visition. Who wants to visit
anyone around here anyway. We
hate the people around here. We
hate the furniture in the highrises. We hate the garbage in the
high-rises. We hate the high rises.
The R.A.'s Suck. All of 'em. It
stinks that they don't pay tuition.
Tuition bites. We hate sweat
pants. People who wear 'em look
fat. We hate fat people in sweat
pants. It sucks when HampdenSydney has a better band than us.
It sucks at Hampden-Sydney.
Why does the Snack Bar open at
4:00 on Saturdays. Why does the
snack bar close at 1 a.m.. Why
does the snack bar close. We hate
running to Par-Bil's at 11:58:42.
We hate liquor laws. They suck.
So do people that make them. We
hate people who call it number 1
or number 2. We think that
classes on the third floor smell.
So do other classes. All classes.
All professors. All books. We
despise people who wear
sunglasses at night. Where are
they looking? We hate Corey

Hart. We think MTV is a scam. So
is the "damage deposit." So is
Ric Weibl. The Housing Office is
a joke. So is Ric Weibl. So is
Ricardo Mantalban. What the
hell does Tatoo do for Fantasy
Island. Is it because of his height.
Maybe so, Ricardo. We hate
Blondes in black cars. Longwood
girls in H-SC cars make us vomit.
How did they pay for those things
anyway. And how did they get
their cars, too! It sucks when we
get B's on easy tests. Tests should
all die. Grades should die. Why
the hell can't everything be passfail? Why the hell don't people
take bribes anymore? Why the
hell can't wine coolers come preopened? Why can't the students
have a key to every building? We
hate people who don't trust us.
Why does lead in pencils get dull?
We think the post office should
stay open on Saturdays. Mail
should be delivered continuously.
It should never sit. Virginia State
Troopers suck. Who the hell do
they troop over, anyway? The
"Grounds Crew" is worthless.
They spend all morning driving
on the grass and all afternoon
reseeding. They never reseed.
What the hell do they do all afternoon. We're getting pretty
damn tired of all this writing, too.
What do you think?
Dis-Respectully,
Grumpy Smurf
and friends.
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Cowpie,
We have learned through
anonymous sources that on
September 17,1985, a member of
your staff performed an illegal
act of cruelty. On that day
several Musca Domesticas were
hunted, stunned with a swatting
device, placed in a row and
tortured with a burning cigarette,
causing extreme pain and death.
Due to recent Virginia State
legislation, such acts of violence
as performed against the common housefly are illegal.
We are on to you and you will
soon be taking the big hit. We
trust proper assistance will be
given to our investigators as we
determine who on the Cowpie
staff was responsible for this
uncool act.
Bill Johns
Virginia Dept. for the
Protection of Insects and Pests.
Dear Editor,
What iz all dis about de
Genital
Hairpieces?
You
Americans are too much kinky,
realized dat I am from a fart
away place. But we have no
conception of dis hairpieces
ALLAH be shamed! How come
dis? What do you do wid dem
hairpieces? No don't tell me, my
mind iz already like a swollen
perkatory. May de fleas of onethousand camel invade de
crotches of all purveyors of dis
new wove smut. Allah be
shamed!
Hassan Ben Sober
Bum-Scrog, Egypt
EDITOR'S NOTE: I believe
you have confused Genital
Herpes, you sheet-head!

Cowpie,
Here is today's health tip: Eat
a fruit. You'll both feel better.
Frankie and Johnny
Key West, Florida

D.u.n.g. Announces
Challenge
ByO.L.TRYGEN
The Dining hall Union of NonGreeks has issued a challenge to
the Student body of the 'wood;
this project is aimed at keeping
the Blackmeal Dining hall tables
clean. I caught up with a DUNG
committee member plainly
known
as
"Gordo"
at
McDonalds.
CP: The Blackmeal Dining hall
has been a mess for years;
Gordo, can you tell me what your
plan is?
Gordo: "First, let me say that
this GWPIE thing is funny as
shit. Youse guys are really goin'
places in dis world, yep. Now, the
Challenge. DUNG has formulated this plan where the
students of the 'wood have oneweek to get their act together and

clean their crap off of the tables
when they are done eating. After
one week, if this is not done, the
Blackmeal staff will no longer
provide dishwashing service to
the students' plates and forks and
stuff. Picture this: You walk over
to the line and go to get a plate,
but they're all in a pile, dirty and
stuck together like. Isn't that
great? They're gonna have to pry
the things apart and then get
their food plopped on dirty plates.
It's gonna be great! What do you
think? gosh!
CP: Might just work. I understand that there is more to the
plan.
GORDO: Yea, there is. We call
the plan "Escalating — grossout."
It was first put to work at

Mecklinburg Prison. Each week,
if the students continue to act like
a bunch of slobs, the plan calls for
increased disgust. During the
second week, the food will be
served raw. So you get to put cold
food on dirty plates. The third
week calls for a layoff of SO
percent of Blackmeal workers
since the only real service
provided is unloading the trucks
and setting the food crates in the
dining hall. Like you'll have to
dip your cup into an open crate to
get milk!"
CP: The 4th week?
Gordo: That's when we really
get 'em. We start cooking again
and serve the same old food!
Whaddaya think? Whaddaya
think?

P
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Rotunda Scavanger Hunt

-dl-Ml

possibly stick around for a hard to find items that may (or
weekend or two), the Cowpie may not) be out there
staff has come up with a list of somewhere. The first person to
bring us any one of the following
items wins a free pizza from the
Lancer Cafe and a 1986 Rolls
1. I've Got My Eye on You — The K. G. Bee Gees
Royce Silver Shadow in the color
2. Give Me Three Steps, Ronnie — Siberian Smiles
of your choice (except we're just
3. The Bread Line Polka — Sonia Vobitch
kidding about the Rolls) — Still, a
4. The Best of Benny Goodman — Benny Goodman
pizza's not a bad idea, is it?)
5. Back in the USSR — The Beatles
1. A Christmas card from
6. Blue Jean Blues — Z Z Top
Jerry Falwell to Hugh Hefner.
7. Freedom Sucks — Ten Screaming Maniacs
2. A practicing homosexual
8. S.D.I. Blues — Soviet Supremes
who can actually make noise
9. Jews, What Jews? — The Sakmarov Seven
when he farts (no lesbians,
10. Spies Like All of Us - The Walker Bros.
please.)
11. Theme From "The Afgany Hillbillies" — Sonia Vobitch
3. A biggot who's never heard
12. Theme from "Moscow Vice" — Cresent Hammer
the joke, "What's black and tan
13. Say You, Say Us — C. Rotchich
and looks good ..."
14. We're All Prisoners Here - U2
4. A Porsche 928 turbo (you
15. Sounds of Silence — SakUarov & Garfunkle
bring
us a Porsche — we'll give
16. We'U Arm the World - USSR For Europe
you a pizza.)
17. We're Havin' A Party — Connie Kiddies
5. A longwood Administrator.
18. Rockets in the USA — John Cougar Prisoncamp
6.
A utility executive who lives
19. The Time's They Aren't A'Changin' - Eddie & the
within 50 miles of his company's
Interogators
nuclear power plant.
20. How Do it Know (The Thermos Song) — Sum Polish Guys
7. A head of California lettuce
picked by a U.S. citizen.
8. Leg warmers
made
specifically for parapalegicsamputees.
9. An award won by the
Rotunda any time between 1970
Ronald Reagan, in a rare moment of candidity, squeezes out a and the present.
PROF-PHOBIA - The intense
after skipping his-her class.
10. A short editorial by Frank
pert artificial handfart.
fear of seeing your professor
CUTTINSALRIGHTIS - The
Raio.
after you skip his-her class.
painful rationalization of skip. 11. A pair of pants worn by Boy
PRQF-O-MATIC
The
ping class. "Oh, we didn't do,
George.
anything important anyway,"
enivitability of seeing your
12. A hampster who hasn't
professor after you skip his-her
"probably forgot to take atsaid, "this won't hurt a bit, I
class.
tendance anywho."
promise."
CAR PASS - The neverPROF-FIDGETING - An act,
13. A Jesse Helms fan club in
successful attempt at meeting
any act which you pretend to be
Harlem.
someone special by yelling crude
doing fervently so as to not see
14. An album by the Alan
remarks out of the car window.
your professor as he-she walks by
Parsons Project that doesn't
have an awesome instrumental
jam in it.
15. An A on Randy Copeland's
test.
16. A car salesman who did get
the word that plaid pants and
white buck shoes are "out."
17. A campus cop who has
never written a parking ticket.
18. An hour that lasts more
than 65 minutes.
19. A live sabre-tooth tiger (on
a leash, please).
2). A picture of Mick doing
something constructive.
21. A V.P.I, newspaper story in

Top 20 Songs In The USSR

In an effort to encourage
Longwood students to get more
involved in their school (and

Sniglets

More
Letters

Cowpie,
A while back, one of you fellas
left some sperm in me, and I'm
writing to tell you that it's ready
and needs a check for Montessori
school, a cabbage patch doll and
a bike.
Joanne
New York

Cowpie,
Sense didn't make any, "CHI
Exposed" article last Cowpie.
Problem could a have Dyslexia
you?
Anderson Jim
Va, Fairfax

Cowpie,
I guess the reason the good
Lord put soft spots on babies
heads is so we could carry five of
them at one time.
Nurse Barb
Oedipus Obstetrics Hospital,
Farmville

Cowpie,
We've recently looked into
Homosexuality, and boy, are they
sick! Every one in it is a damned
faggot; everyone connected with
it is a queer-homo-fairy-wimpy
limpwrist.
Institute of American Sexuality
Intercourse, Pennsylvania

which Margaret Thatcher,
rhubarb and the Andromeda

a
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AMERICAN LEAGUE MVP DON MATTINGLY ON HITTING —
"That pill is coming in at the letters. 90 miles per hour or better. The
rotation of the seams tells me what kind of a hook to expect. You
simply have to believe you are the best. All the power of your entire
body focuses on that swing. The world stops for a moment, as you
reverse the direction of the ball."
CRUEX - 'CAUSE in Yankee Stadium, with Willie, Dave, and
Ricky packin' the sacks, you need both hands on the bat.

22. A dog that's first act
doesn't involve the smelling of
your guests' crotches when you
invite company over.
23. A tape of Ric Weibl saying,
"I don't care — You can do
anything you want to do."
24. An exact replica of the
Statue of Liberty, only bigger.
25. A good way to end this
damn list.
26. One or both of Mary Lou
Retton's«front teeth. (If you can
find a breat - ha, ha — bring
them-those-it? - ?, too).
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Dropping A Line
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TIRED OF FEELING LOW?
SICK OF BEING CALLED NAMED LIKES
"WIMP", "GEEK", "WUSSY"?
DON'T LET LACK OF BODY HAIR
GET YOU DOWN!

GLUE-ON BODY HAIR®
HICJACET
A) EPITAPH, "Here lies.
B) Denim coat with Harley Davidson insignia
C) A bumble bee with a drawl
NEXUS
A) Something be side you, "The people who live nexus"
B) Fashionable hair creme
C) A link
MUZZLE LOADER
A) ARA Employee
B) Fat person who wears H-SC regalia
C) Type of gun
MENHADEN
A) A fish used as source of oil
B) A borough in New York
C) An alcoholic drink
D) Lots of guys wearing hats
FIBULA
A) Joe Thiesman has three
B) A small lie
C) A big lie told by a small person
D) An ancient ornamental brooch
BRAIN TRUSTER
A) Someone who goes into a test without studying.
B) Someone who takes huge amounts of drugs on a daily basis
CIUOGRADE
A) When you tell your parents "That F doesn't matter it was a silly
class anyway"
B) An animal that moves by CILIA
C) Highway Sign: "Trucks Use Low Gears"
PLAP
A) To splash
B) Cancer test for females
C) Small animals on the road and in the wheel well
D) Baby duck-billed platypus
YOAGE
A) An ERA (postneolithic preeducation)
B) A form of communication
C) A state of being
D) Complete dialog from Rocky 1, 2, 3, and 4.
ABODABEE
A) Sexual innvendo
B) IDI Amin's brother
C) To get off
D) A form of partying
E) A small place in the middle east
LEVIATHAN
A) A preference for Levi's
B) Sea Monster
C) A long boring book splintered with mispellings
KREUZER
A) That guy who always looks at you in the mixer
B) Small German coin
C) Fast driver in a slow car
QUITCH
A) A request as in "Quitch your bitchin' "
B) Sneaking an itch in a place you're not supposed to scratch
C) A long rooted grass
D) A sharp involuntary jerk to the neck
SURANAL
A) Tergeil of a catapillar
B) The seven rings around URANUS
C) King of the Assholes
D) Your first homosexual encounter

SURVEYS BY LEADING MAGAZINES LIKE SWANKER,
PEDO-FILE AND FAT AL'S DIGEST HAVE SHOWN THAT
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IN THE WORLD IS BODYHAIR. NOW YOU TOO, CAN IMPRESS FRIENDS WITH
A HAIRY CHEST, FACE, BACK, ARMS, OR EVEN STICK
A COUPLE CUTE ONES TO YOUR TOES!!

!
!
!

□ $5.95 100 PACK
D $9.95 200 PACK
□ $16.92 i WOLF-PACK
MAIL TO: EDDIE SOOSAH
1111 COWLICK IN.
MERKIN, VA 11111

Smokhif can stunt your growth

Lines have been a very
prominent part of man's life
since the beginning of time. Even
the cavemen stood in line for a
piece of Saber-tooth Tiger meat.
Here at Longwood, students
experience lines in every aspect
of their daily lives. Here is a list
of lines that we encounter:
(1) The Dining Hall Line
If you get to the dining hall
early, you are smushed up
against the door, if you get there
late, you are backed up to about
the Lankford Building.
After you are in, you must
present that wonderful thing that
the administration has bestowed
upon you, The Longwood
Identification Card. After you are
clicked in and the card is thrown
back at you (you get good at
catching that sucker after a
while), you continue through the
line. When you reach the
silverware, you check it for any
technical difficulties, such as
missing prongs or handles. Then
they have to run out of food right
when you get there.
(2) The Bookstore Line
Ah, yes, at the beginning of
each semester, we must
encounter the bookstore line.
in lines for hours,
{Standing
I forking out your life savings. You
can do some of these things to
ikeep you occupied:
— balance your checkbook and
realize you are already
overdrawn ninety dollars. Oh
(well, you didn't need that biology
'book anyway.
— count the dots on the floor
and the tiles on the ceiling.
— file your nails
— bite your nails
— read all the dirty cards
(3) The Mixer Line
The mixer line is like herding
cattle. In this line you are
stamped, hole-punched, clicked
and branded. If you aren't of age,
you don't drink or you use
someone else's ID, like your
grandmother's. After you are
finally in with your branded
Mickey Mouse stamp, you get
into the assembly line. The first
stop is the beer — prepare
yourself for a three hour wait.
After you have your beer, the
assembly line lets you off at the
dance floor. You are asked to
dance by a geek with body odor in
your abnormal psych class.
Then, back into the line. The next
pitstop is the bathroom.
Now, be sure to smile at the
nice policeman who is standing
there. Sometimes, you wonder if
they have ever snagged anyone,
(they certainly can't snag a
football). Then, wait in line for
the bathroom for another three
hours.
Oh well, next time you find
yourself in this horrible
predicament, there is only one
thing to do - BUTT IN LINE
tint
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READ THIS
It's Funny, And True!
Did you ever sit back in class
and wonder where teachers learn
the stuff that they know? I'm not
talking about how to project to
the class, the use of eye catching
visual aids, or even their broad
knowledge of many pertinent
issues (and some that aren't so
important — like that Sir Thomas
Crapper's claim to fame is the
first flush toilet). Of course, I'm
talking about how some teachers
have the ability to write notes on
the chalkboard with one hand
while simultaneously erasing
those notes with the other hand.
If you haven't, think about it for
a second. And while you're
thinking about it, think about
some of these:
— How can teachers lecture,
reading from a book, and walk
around the entire room — first,
without tripping over a damn
thing; and second, still know
exactly what is going on in every
aspect of the classroom (like
who's falling asleep or just plain
not paying attention — "Mr.
Johnson — would you care to
comment on that, please?")
Regardless of that, how can they
back up towards the board while
reading out of a book, always
stopping just inches from getting
reamed by the corner of their
desk? Always!
— One teacher once said that
teaching was the only job he
knew where the client actually
wants you to work less. What
about going to the dentist or being
in court? Or going to the proctologist — hernia specialist —
any doctor in general? or reading
the Rotunda (well, screw them —
they aren't paying us).
— What about the way they
dress? Who designs their wardrobes — Barnum and Bailey?
Just because you know which foot
to put your socks on (as they have
permanent toe imprints from
being worn four days in a row)
doesn't mean you can't change
them. Just put a big "L" on the
one where the toes (from left to
right) read smallest to largest
and an "R" on the other one.
— Getting back to erasing. Why
do some teachers spend a good

ten or twenty minutes erasing the
board from the class period
before and some teachers just
breeze quickly over the board
leaving lines than continue to
drive you crazy for the rest of the
class (hence, no notes taken that
day!)
— Speaking of no notes (or no
clue while we're at it), did you
ever notice that if you ask a
question that a teacher doesn't
understand, they still have a way
of answering it that is so totally
unrelated that half the students
shake their heads affirmatively
so that they don't look dumb.
("Hey, did you understand what
he just said?" "What?"). More

often than not, the answer is so
effective that the student never
asks another question — ever!
— By the way, who makes up
their office hours? It absolutely
astounds me how they know when
every one of their students have
class so they can offer their
services during those times. Why
do they even bother making them
up? To make us all neurotic?
Well, I'm not going to college for
nothing — I always look for
another teacher who's in their
office thinking that nobody is
going to come by and ask them a
totally unrelated question. Nine
times out of ten, I usually get the
answer I was looking for . ..

Kampus Kop Stake Out
Turns (Sweet And) Sour
BySONIAVOBITCH
In a stunning turn of events, the
Campus Police allowed a vicious
criminal to slip away from their
"long arms" late last week. The
story unfolds . . .
Cowpie investigative reporters
have discovered that a full-force
stake-out was set-up last Friday
in order to catch a hardened
criminal. A policeman, wishing
to be unnamed said, "Things
were going very well, we had
everyone quiet and well hid
behind some bushes, the 'shhhhing' was down to a minimum.
Suddenly, two of the newer
officers came up from behind,
talking and carrying on. The
idiots brought hamburgers and

beer and stuff!"
Apparently the officers had
become confused and believed
that the "stake-out" was actually
a "steak-out."
The Kampus Kops would not
reveal at this time anything
about the suspect they were
trying to catch. However one high
level official did say that the
suspect in fact was, Stu Dent,
number 1 on the Kampus Kops
most wanted list. "This man is a
master, nabbing this booger will
really solve some problems, that
slime ball," the unnamed official
rampaged. Dent is the guy who
parks along blue curbs, areas
reserved for faculty only.

EACH YEAR. THOUSANDS OF
CHILD-LIKE ADULTS ARE
FOUND MISSING!
CASE: 3496
NAME: Pee Wee Herman

CASE 23901
NAME: Janet Greenwood

DATE OF BIRTH: April 1, 1959

DATE OF BIRTH: Parody is one thing,

LAST SEEN: At the premier of hit
Movie

"Pee

Wee's

venture".
FAVORITE
HANGOUT:

Big

Ad-

but giving this info would have
us ot Northern Va. Community
College within o week.

Toyland,

Wonderful Girl and Boy Land.
IDENTIFYING MARKS: High pitched
voice, general silly behavior.
QUOTE: "I'm gonna hold my breath
UNTIL..."

LAST SEEN: Va. State Budget Hear
ings, Richmond.
FAVORITE

HANGOUT:

Anywhere

but Longwood
IDENTIFYING

MARKS:

Big

smile,

lots of jewelry. Tends to speak
in generalities.
QUOTE:

"One

5-year

plan

will

handle that problem.'

CASE: 6969
NAME: Rock Hudson

CASE 0001

DATE OF BIRTH: April 30, 1925

NAME: Corazon Aquino

LAST SEEN: Behind the Iwo Jima

DATE OF BIRTH: June 10, 1952

Memorial with Gomer Pyles.
FAVORITE HANGOUT: The Roman
"O" Club, S.F. California.
IDENTIFYING MARKS: Tall, grey and
skinny. Tends to get sick olot.
QUOTE: "Acting is a full-time job."

LAST

SEEN:

Voting booth.

Philli-

pines.
IDENTIFYING
followed

MARKS: Frequently
by
knife-wielding

maggots.
QUOTE: Tvewon! I ve one?

StKftlCH
Cowpie publishes photos of missing child-like adults on an irregular basis at no cost to any agency.
Your help is needed in finding them and encouraging them to stay where they are.
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